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ON Ht(Qn+2Sn+x;F2)

THOMAS J. HUNTER

Abstract. In this paper, we study  H*Cin+2S"+] .   Here  QX  denotes the

space of pointed maps Sl  —► X, and  H,   represents homology modulo 2.

We show that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence Tor**    +1     , (F2, F2) =>
o

H*Cln+2S"+[  collapses, and we identify the kernel of the Whitehead product

map Sïn+lp.: H.Cln+iS2n+l -* H,Q"+lS" . These observations yield two dif-

ferent descriptions of H*Çln+2Sn+l up to extension.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a reasonable pointed topological space. That is, let X be a com-

pactly generated topological space with the homotopy type of a locally finite
k

CIT-complex, and a nondegenerate base point. Let fi X denote the space of

pointed maps of the k-sphere into X with the compactly generated, compact-

open topology. In particular, Q.X is the space of all loops in X. All homology

groups will be taken to have coefficients in F2 .
k

In certain cases, the computation of //,Q X in terms of HtX has been

carried out explicitly.  In [4], F. Cohen determines HtÇlks'x when k < I.
k   I

In particular we have HtQ S   is a primitively generated polynomial algebra
k   I

when 0 < k < I.   (The calculation of H^Q S   for k < I was carried out

by Araki and Kudo in [1].) In the case that 0 < k = I, we have Q. S   is no

longer connected;  nQSl S  = n,S  = Z . All of the path components of Q S

are homotopy equivalent and we shall call the component of the constant map

£l0S . It is still the case that H^Cl S  is a polynomial algebra, but it is no longer

primitively generated. In [4], explicit polynomial generators for Ht£l0S are

constructed along with inductive formulae for calculating the coproduct and

the actions of the Steenrod and Dyer-Lashof algebras. In [9], R. Wellington

dualizes and analyzes the formulae of [4] in order to produce a good description

of H*Q0S as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra. See [1,4 and 9] for details

of the descriptions of these Hopf algebras.
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406 T. J. HUNTER

If X is not at least a zc-fold suspension, HtQkX can be hard to calculate.

Very little is known about H^Çl X when X is not even zc-connected. In this

paper, we study Htiln+2S"+X. (This particular choice of k and / will be

justified by a later simplification in the notation.)

The case n = 0 and n = 1 are both easy.  Q2S' is contractable. The Hopf
3 2« 2

map S —► S (that is, the generator of n3S ) induces an isomorphism on iti

for i > 2, hence it induces a weak equivalence which is a map of three-fold

loop spaces Cl3S3 -» Q3S2.

We will consider two approaches to calculating HtQ"+2Sn+x . The first ap-

proach follows from thinking of Q"+2Sn+x as Í2ÍI"0+XS"+X. This approach pro-

duces the following Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence which arises from the

geometric cobar construction.

(1) Tor*H\n„+ls„+l(F2,F2) => H*Qn+2S"+X

We shall discuss this spectral sequence in detail in §2. The second approach

arises from considering Qn+ Sn+   as the base space in the following fibration.

(2) n"+V"+1 ""*''■ q"+V n"+lg, nn+V+1

This approach produces the following Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence which

arises from the geometric bar construction.

(3) Torf!f+3s2"+'(Htiln+xSn,F2)^HtQn+2Sn+X

In §3, we will discuss this spectral sequence, and the fibration (2) in detail. In

particular, we shall show that the spectral sequence collapses at E and hence

is entirely determined by the algebra map Q     pt.

We will obtain our results by comparing these two geometrically quite dif-

ferent views of the space Qn+ Sn+X. In §2, we will show that the spectral

sequence (1) provides an upper bound on the size of H*£l"+ Sn+X . In §3, we

will show that the spectral sequence (3) provides a lower bound on the size of

HtQ.n+2S"+x which will depend on the size of HmQtt+lSn . In §4 we will show

that these bounds coincide.

As consequences we will obtain the following two theorems. Theorem 1.1

describes H*Q.n+2Sn+x in a way that relates most closely to the cohomology

algebra structure.

Theorem 1.1. For all n > 2 we have E2 = E^ in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence, (1).

„i i
Theorem 1.2 partially describes the map Q p„. If V is a graded vector

space, PV will denote the polynomial algebra on V, EV the exterior algebra,

and P, V the polynomial algebra truncated at height 2'. A sequence, /, of

nonnegative integers will be assumed to be admissible (i.e. nondecreasing) unless

otherwise stated, a! will denote the first entry in / and col will denote the final
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entry. We will write Q, for the product QaI ■ ■ ■ Qw], where Q( : Hq -> H2q+,

is as in [1].

Theorem 1.2. For n > 2, and n odd, Q"+ p» is the zero map. For n > 2, and

n even, the kernel of £l"+xpt: is the subalgebra of

Htn"+3S2n+X = P(Q[in_2 \aI>0,coI<n + 3)

generated by the Q,in_2 with I having at least one odd entry.   When n = 2,

the kernel of Q pt is equal to the kernal of Sq0t   ( the dual of the cohomology

algebra squaring map. )

A corollary of Theorem 1.2 is the following partial description of the homol-

ogy algebra HtÇf+2Sn+x.

Corollary 1.3. When n is odd and n > 2 there is an isomorphism of algebras

H.nn+2sn+l = Htnn+Xsn ® Htan+2s2n+x.

When n is even and n>2, there is an isomorphism of algebras,

HtQ.n+2Sn+x = ImÇln+xet®P(QIin_x\pI even ,coI < 2n),

where pi is the product of the entries in I, and Qnp,Q,tn_x = Q¡in_x G

H,Çf+2S2n+x.

2. An upper bound: The E2 term for

THE PATH-LOOP SPECTRAL SEQUENCE

In this section, we will examine the spectral sequence which appeared in the

Introduction as (1). This examination will yield an explicit upper bound on

the size of the Hubert series f(H"Qn+2Sn+x). We will use this upper bound

together with the lower bound of §3 to obtain our results in §4.

Wellington [9] gives a description of the cohomology algebra H*D.^+xSn+

sufficient for calculating the E2 term of (1). We will state the theorems and

definitions from [9] that we need here. We will freely restrict to the case p = 2

and use lower notation for the Dyer-Lashof algebra. Let MnS be the graded

F2-module generated by the symbols Q¡i0 , where / ranges over all / with /

admissible (i.e. nonnegative and nondecreasing), toi < n, I nonempty, and

/ not equal to a sequence (0, ... , 0) of only zeros. The grading in MnS is

defined by treating the symbols Q,i0 as if they were elements of the Dyer-Lashof

algebra applied to a zero dimensional class. Let [n] e H0Q.n+xSn+x represent

the component of the degree n map, and * be the Pontryagin product. We

then have an embedding MnS° —» HtCln+xSn+x  given by mapping Q^ to

ô/[l] * [_2 ]. We will identify MnS   with its image under this embedding.

Wellington's Lemma 1.6 then becomes the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.4 (Cohen). For n > 0, HtÇÎQ+xSn+x is the free commutative algebra

generated by MnS   modulo the ideal generated by the set {Q0x - x } .

Give M*S = homF (MnS ,F2) the structure of a restricted abelian Lie

algebra by letting the restriction, Ç, be defined by £x = Sq0 x, with Sq0 acting

via the Nishida formulae. That is, let ^Q,i0 = Q,nlo- (Here, we let QI/2

denote Q, ,2Q, ,2 ■ ■ •   as long as each entry in / is even, otherwise Qj,2x is

defined to be zero.) Let VM*S° denote the universal enveloping algebra of

the restricted Lie algebra M*S° . So VM*S° is the free commutative algebra

generated by M*S modulo the ideal generated by the set {Sq0 x - x } . The

monomial basis given by Lemma 2.4 yields a splitting j : HtQ,"+xS"+x -» MnS°.

Wellington's Theorem 3.7 then becomes the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5 (Wellington). For n > 0 the inclusion j* induces a map cfr: VM*S

—» H*Q,q+ Sn+   which is an isomorphism of algebras.

This theorem gives the explicit description of H*Q?]+xSn+x that we will use.

We now give suggestive names to each of the elements of H*Qq+ Sn+ , and

introduce some more notation that will be useful in the sequel. If / is an

admissible sequence with toi < n, I nonempty, and / not equal to a sequence

(0, ... , 0) of only zeros, let w7 = ^(Q,^)* (where the dual is taken with respect

to the monomial basis). For an admissible sequence, /, let hnI be the smallest
hi hi

number so that 2 " toi > n . Hence, 2 " is exactly the height at which u, is

truncated in H*i7ln0+ Sn+ . If / is a sequence consisting only of even elements,

we shall call / even, otherwise, we shall call / odd. Using this notation,

Theorem 2.5 becomes the following equation.

(4)       H*Çl"+xSn+x = E'u, |hnI = 1,/ odd) ®.>2 P,(Uj \hnI = i,I odd)

In order to calculate H*Qn+2Sn+x using the Eilenberg-Moore spectral se-

quence we need to note that 7txQ^+ Sn+ acts nilpotently on H*Q?+ Sn+ ,

but this is true if n > 2 since nxQ,\n)+xSn+x = Z/2Z is a finite 2-group and

H*nn+2S"+X is an F2 vector space (see [6]).

The following corollary states how these remarks yield an upper bound on

H*£ln+2S"+X. We introduce some notation here to facilitate comparing the

sizes of graded algebras. If A* is a nonnegatively graded F2 module, then our

notation for the Hubert series for A* is given by the following equation.

f(A*) = J2(dimF2Ai)xi eZ[[x]]
i>0

Given power series / and g, we will write / < g if each coefficient in / is

less than or equal to the corresponding coefficient in g . If A is bigraded, f(A)

will denote the Hubert series of the singly graded total module of A.
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Corollary 2.6. Let Gn be defined by the following equality:

G„ = /(Tor*;.£i„+l5„+,(F2,F2)).

Then,
Gn>f(H*an+2Sn+x),

with equality if and only if the spectral sequence,

Tor//.n„+i5„+,(F2,F2) =>■ H Q     S     ,

collapses.

Note that Gn may be computed explicitly from equation (4).

3. Toward a lower bound: The geometric EHP sequence

In §2, Corollary 2.6 we obtained an upper bound forf(H*Q."+2S"+x). In this

section we use the geometric EHP sequence and the action of the Dyer-Lashof

algebra to make progress toward a good lower bound. In order to complete the

computation, it will be necessary to use an induction which will be carried out in

§4. In this section the coefficients will still be F2, but we will work in homology

in order to make the formulae for the action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra more

familiar.

Our lower bound will arise from a formula for f(HttQn+ Sn+X) which

depends only on f(kerCin+Xpt), f(H9Cln+xSn), and the known quantity,

f(HtCln+3S2n+x). We will then give information about /(kerQ"+1pJ which

allows us to write down a lower bound on f(HtQ,n+ Sn+ ) which depends only

on f(HmQ.n+xS"). In §4, we will use this lower bound, together with the upper

bound of §2, to achieve our results.

In subsection 3.1, we produce the promised formula for f(HtQ,n+ Sn+ )

which depends on /(kerQ"+lpJ and f(HttQ.n+xSn). In subsection 3.2, we pro-

duce the promised information about /(kerQ"+1pJ which allows us to write

down a lower bound on f(HtCi"+2Sn+x) which depends on f(HtÇln+xSn).

3.1 On the homology of the geometric EHP sequence. The geometric EHP se-

quence is the fiber mapping sequence of the following fibration of spaces local-

ized at 2.

(5) S" -U Çisn+X -^ QS2n+x

The map h can be constructed using the James model for ÇISX. See, for

example, [8]. This construction gives the following formula for the action of h

on homology.

(6) KÍ - 4
The map e is the suspension map. Define p: ii2S2n+x -» S" to be the fiber of

e. Then the long exact sequence in homotopy arising from the fibration (5) is
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the usual EHP sequence, with E, H, and P the maps induced by e , h, and

P ■
The fibration (5) gives us the following fibration, which occurred in the In-

troduction as the fibration (2).

(7) C2n+y+1  a"+lp, nn+ls" Q"'e, Çin+2Sn+X

We will use the bar construction spectral sequence to analyze the fibration,

(7), to obtain a lower bound on the size of HtSlQ+2Sn+l. The following lemma

shows that this spectral sequence collapses, and that its E°° term has a partic-

ularly simple form. In this lemma, we use the notation of [7].

Lemma 3.7. If n > 2, the bar construction spectral sequence,

(8) Tor^' (HtÇin+xSn, F2) => //,fí"+V+1,

collapses at E   yielding the following equality ofbigraded vector spaces.

(9) Ex=Tor^f+3s2"+^+'p'(F2,F2)^H,iin+xSn//an+Xpt

If n = 2, the bar construction spectral sequence,

Torf^V.Qjs2, F2) =► H,Q¡S3,

collapses at E   yielding the following equality ofbigraded vector spaces.

E =Tor„ ° P(F2,F2)®/Í,Q05//Í1/),

Proof. If n > 2, Çln+is2n+x is path connected and

Har-+3s2n+X = P(Q¡i„_2 \aI>0,coI<n + 2),

yielding the following equality.

(io)     Tor?;""+352"+'(//,n"+1s" ,f2) = Tor^«"+^2"+'w«"+v-(F2 >F2)

®H,an+lsn//an+lp,

HmCl"+3S2n+x\\nn+xpt¡  is a sub-Hopf algebra of a polynomial Hopf algebra.

So it is also a polynomial Hopf algebra. Hence Tort¿ (F2 ,F2) is

an exterior algebra with generators in homological degree 1. Since the spectral

sequence (10) is a first quadrant homology spectral sequence, (10) must collapse

at E . This proves the lemma in the case n > 2.

When n = 2, we have almost the same situation, but we must take into

account the fact that Í2555 is not path connected, so we apply the bar construc-

tion spectral sequence to the fibration (7) restricted to the components of the

base points. Theorem 2.4 gives us the following equality.

Htiï50S5 = P(Q,t0 \il>0,al>0,col<4)

The remarks of the preceding paragraph also apply to this situation, so the

lemma is finished,   o
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Hence we see that the map Cln+Xpt completely determines the bar construc-

tion spectral sequence for the fibration (7). In fact we see that the size of the

E°° term is completely determined by the size of

kerQ    pt = HtÇl0   S      \\iî    p,.

Lemma 3.8. For n > 2, we have the following equality.

f(Htnn+2Sn+X) = f(Tor?f+,s2"+>^+>p'(F2,F2))

f(HtÇl"+xS") ■ f(HtQ.n+3S2n+x\\Çln+xpm)

f(Htíln+3S2n+x)

For n = 2, we have the following equality.

f(H,tf0S3) = f(Tor?f°S>XXil,!"(F2 ,F2))

f(Htíl30S2)-f(Htíl50S\\í2n+xpJ

Proof. This follows from the following observations about the abelian category

of bicommutative Hopf Algebras. A short exact sequence,

F2^^^R^C^F2,

yields an equality,

f(B) = f(A)f(C).

Given any morphism <f>: A —> B of bicommutative Hopf algebras, we have the

following short exact sequences.

F2 - A\\((> ̂ A^Im(j)^F2

F2 - Irntp -> B -* B//4> -t F2

Hence

3.2 On the kernel of r2n+1pt. In this subsection we produce the promised in-

formation about ker£2"+lp.. This will yield a lower bound on /(kerQ"+1pJ

which, in light of Lemma 3.8, will give a lower bound on f(HtÇl^+2Sn+x).

First, we note that Q"p: Q,n+2S2n+x -* Sl"Sn induces the zero map on ho-

mology for all « > 0 since Q." e : Q." S" -+ Q,"+XS"+X induces a monomorphism

in homology for all n > 0. Although this does not imply that Qn+Xpt induces

the zero map in homology, we do have the following lemma along the lines of

Cohen and Peterson [5].
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Lemma 3.9. For all n>0 Qn+Xpt : H,Q"+3S2n+x -» HtQ"0+xS" annihilates all

odd dimensional primitives.

Proof. We have the following diagram in which <f> is the map induced by the

natural projection Cl^S" -+ Q^S" from the universal cover.

PH,nn+3S2n+x    -?-^ PH,nn0+xS"

I I«
QH.nn+3S2n+x    ■£-£. QHtSln0+xS"

I l°_
PHt+xQn+2S2n+x S?*+ PHt+xnn0sn

I- I*
PH,+xnn+2s2n+x —9— PH9+lan0s"

Furthermore, q is a monomorphism on odd dimensional primitives by Milnor-

Moore [7], a is a monomorphism on odd dimensional elements by the F2

version of a theorem of Clark (see [3]), and ker <f> is concentrated in odd degrees

(see [2]).   D

Lemma 3.9 and the Dyer-Lashof action give us the following corollary when

n is even and n > 2 .

Corollary 3.10. If n is even, and n > 2, d"+Xpt¡Q¡in_2 = 0 whenever I has

any odd entries.

Proof. f2n+1p,: HmQ,n+3S2n+X -* Htn"0+xS" commutes with the Dyer-Lashof

operations ß( for 0 < i < n . If n is even and / is admissible and odd with

tal < n + 2 , then / has an odd entry, i, with i < n + 1 . So we can write

Q¡ = QjQjQfc, with J and K admissible, z odd, i < n + I, and coJ < i <

aK. &n+XptQiQKin_2 = 0 by Lemma 3.9, hence £2"+1p,ß/i„_2 = 0.   G

When n = 2, we have to alter the argument for Corollary 3.10 somewhat.

The structure of PH^50S5 is more complicated than that of PHtQn+3S2n+x

for n > 2, but we will be able to get by with a crude description. Representatives

for QHmCl0S   are given by the following set.

{ß/l0 = ß/[lH-2,/]|a/>0,(/j/<5}

Since H^QqS is bicommutative Hopf algebra, [7] gives us the following exact

sequence.

PHmQ50S5 -£+ PHtQ50S5 -U QHtn50S5 -JU QH.à^S5
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As noted in §2, the halving map n is given by the following formula.

//        Í ßf/7[l]-[-2//]   if/is even,
ri(QI[l]-[-2lI]) = { ~'/2L ......

if / is odd.{?

Let Q", be the a-fold iterate of the operation Q,. If Q¡ = ßj'ß"4 with a3 > 0

or Q¡ = Q^Q^QTOa w^tn ^ > 0, let p, be a primitive chosen so that

ß/[l] • [-2"] +P, is decomposable. If Q, = ß^ßfö^ß^ß? with a3 > 0,
let Pj be the primitive defined by p, = Q^QaxQa2pv , where Q,, = Q¡3Qa¿ . If

/ is even, let q, = ß/[l] • [-2 7]. In this notation, we have

HtQ.50S5 = P(p[\aI> 0,toi < 5,1 odd)

® P(q¡ \al >0,(ol < 5,1 even).

Now consider the following diagram.

PHtn50S5   -^^     PHtÇl3QS2 = PH^S3

QHttf0S5   -£**-     QHttf0S2 3 QHtí230S3

(12)

PHt+xíl4S5 -^"-+ PHt+xíl20S2 = PH.+xtfS3

l>
PH,t,a's> -JU PH,tla¡s2 aPH.tla2s'

In the right-hand column of (12), o is an isomorphism, / is a monomorphism,

and q is a monomorphism on odd dimensional primitives. Hence Í2 pt is zero

on odd dimensional primitives. Hence Q p. is zero on all the p¡ as in the proof

of Corollary 3.10. We record the preceding remarks in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.11.  Q ptp¡ = 0 whenever I has any odd entries,   u

When zj is odd we need to use the Nishida formulae to obtain an appropriate

corollary of Lemma 3.9. The following two formulae follow from [4]. If b > 0

and a > 1 we have the following equality.

If |«| = n - 2, we have the following equality.

(14) S^-XQbn+2u = Qbn+xu

We now can prove the following corollary of Lemma 3.9 which shows that

when Z3 is odd the spectral sequence (8) takes a particularly simple form.
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Corollary 3.12. When n is odd and n > 2, Q"+ pt is the zero map.

Proof. Lemma 3.9 shows that when zi is odd and n > 2, Qn+XptQan+2in_2 = 0

for all a > 0. Equations 13 and 14 then give the following equalities.

P.Qn+lQ„+2'n-2 = n      P*S(l*        Qn+2ln-2

c   2b-\ r.n+\      „a+b
=  Sq.        il       P.Qn+2ln-2

= 0

„I 1

The lemma follows because Q pt commutes with the Dyer-Lashof operation

ß( whenever 0 < i < n .   a

The preceding corollaries of 3.9 together with the Lemma 3.8 yield an induc-

tive lower bound on the size of HtQ,"+ Sn+X which we now explain. When n

is odd and n > 2, the following corollary of Corollary 3.12 shows that we have

an explicit formula for f'HtST+2Sn+l) in terms of f(HtQ.n+xSn).

Corollary 3.13. When n is odd and n > 2, we have

(15)        /(//tn"+V+l) = /(Tor^""+352"+1(F2,F2)®//#Q"+15").   D

Let Fn denote the common value of the two expressions in (15) when n is

odd. When n is even and n > 2, we can write HtQn+ S n+x as follows.

HtQ.n+3S2n+X =P(Q,in_2\I even,a/ >0,tol <n + 3)

® ̂ (ß/'„_21 / odd, a/ > 0, w/ < zî + 3)

Corollary 3.10 states that when n is even, the second term of the splitting ( 16) is

annihilated by Qn+1p,. The following lemma shows that if Q"+Xpii annihilates

any more, then we would have a larger E°° term in the spectral sequence (8).

For n even and n > 2, let Fn be defined by the following equality.

_ f(Torp¿Q,'"-2]'odd'aI>0'"'<n+i)(F2,F2)) ■ f(HtQn+xSn)

" ~ f(P(Q,in_2 I / even, ai > 0, col < n + 3))

Lemma3.14. Ifn>2, Fn< f(Htn"0+2Sn+x) with equality ifand only if Qn+X pt

is a monomorphism when restricted to P(Q¡tn_2 \ I even, ai > 0, toi < n + 3).

Proof. Let

E  =Tor„ ' (F2,F2)<g>//tQ     S //Q    p,

be the E term of the spectral sequence (8). This spectral sequence collapses,

so we have f(E2) = f(HtQ."0+2Sn+x). From Corollary 3.10, we have

(17)        P(Q,in-2 \I odd,al>0,toi <n + l)c Htn"+3S2n+X\\Qn+Xpt,

and since //t£2"+ S "+1 is a primitively generated Hopf algebra, we have

equality if and only if   Qn+Xpt   is a monomorphism when restricted to
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P(Qjin_21 / even, ai > 0, toi < n + 3). This gives,

,,-.    P(Q,t„-2\I odd,aI>0,coI<n+3)/v,     -, ^
,.&) /(Tor„ (*2'1,2))
\     °/ rr   r\n+3ç2n + l\\r\n+l -

</(Torf;n   5    NN°   *(F2,F2)),

with equality if and only if Q"+ pt is a monomorphism when restricted to

^(ß/i„_217 even> ai >0,tol <n + 3). The inequalities (17) and (18) together

with Lemma 3.8 prove the lemma.   D

As usual, we must alter the argument somewhat when zi = 2. Here, using the

notation of (11), an argument almost identical to that of Lemma 3.14 yields the

following lemma. Let F2 be defined by the following equation, where \n\ = 0.

(19) F2
f(E(\Pj] | a! > 0, col < 5,1 odd) ® H,il30S2 ®E(n))

f(P(ql\aI>0,coI< 5,1 even))

Lemma 3.15.  F2 < f(Ht£l4S ) with equality if and only if Qn+Xpt is a mono-

morphism when restricted to P(Q,in_2 \ I even, ai > 0, col < n + 3).

Note that, since Q05 is homotopy equivalent to QQS ,F2 is an explicit

power series that depends only on H^Q^S3.

4. The induction

In this section we show inductively that, for n > 2, Fn = Gn where Fn and

Gn are as in Corollaries 3.13 and 2.6 and Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15. In view of

these lemmas, when these two power series are equal their common value is

f(Ht£in+ Sn+X), and the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence which appeared as

(1) collapses. This allows us to write down a formula for Fn+X, and thus to

continue our induction. The proof proceeds in three steps: the even case, the

odd case, and the start of the induction. These three steps are achieved by the

three lemmas of this section. When n = 2, the argument is a straightforward

but somewhat complicated counting argument. In the cases n > 2 the argument

is a straightforward but somewhat complicated counting argument that relies on

the formula for f(HtQq+15") which was achieved at the (n - l)th stage of the

induction. The argument is simplest when n is odd because Q.n+xptL is the zero

map when n is odd as was shown in Corollary 3.12.

We will start with the case « > 2 and n even, because in this case the

arguments are the most difficult. Throughout these arguments, it should be

kept in mind that in the homology bar construction spectral sequence, total

degree is given by the sum of the homological and internal degrees, while in the

cohomology Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, we must either let homological

degree be nonpositive, or we must take total degree to be the difference of the

integral degree and the homological degree.
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Lemma 4.16. Suppose that n is even and E2 = E^ in the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence below.

(20) Tor*;.n„5„(F2,F2)^.f7*r2'î+V

We then have F„ = G„.
n n

Proof. In order to prove the lemma, we will provide simple systems of gener-

ators for the algebras associated to Fn and Gn , then we will produce degree

preserving correspondences between these sets. This will show that Fn = Gn

because if V is the vector space generated by a simple system of generators

for some algebra A , we have fA = fEV. Let 7? be the set of all admissible

sequences /, with / odd, ai > 0, and col < n + 2. The inductive hypothesis

gives the following formula for Fn .

/(Tor*/. n„sn (F2,F2)). /(Torff -' ' /6^(F2, F2))

" /(P(ß/zn_2|/-even,a/>0,cu/<«-l-2))

First we simplify our formula for Fn . A simple system of generators for the

algebra Tor*/*.£i„5„(F2, F2) is given by the set

2*n_i/-l      2/,»-l'"1

{["/], M"/        K        ]|<y/<«,/odd}.

A simple system of generators for Tor Jß''"~2 '/<E }(F2, F2) is given by the set,

{[Qjin_2] | / e 7?*} . A simple system of generators for P(Q,tn_2 \ I even, ai >

0, col < n + 2) is given by the following set.

(22) {ß/zn_2|/even,Q/>0,w/</j-t-2}

We have the following equality for I = (ix,i2, ...), ai = ix > 0, and col <

1 + 1.
IÖ0O2A-2I = l>W"/']l

In this equality, /' = (ix - 1, i2 - 1,..., col - 1, \) and Uj, is defined even

when /' is even by u,, = (u,>,,r,) r with l'/(2r) odd. This sets up a degree

preserving correspondence between the set, (22), and the set,

(23) {y2,[«/|«/]|<y/ = f})

which is equal to the set,

{rv[uf"l'~t\ií"l'~,]\i >0,col <n,2hn-JcoI = n,I odd}.

This allows us to write F  as the Hubert series of the exterior algebra generated

by the union of the following graded sets.

(24) {[w/]|o;/<n,/odd}

(25) {M"f"~''"'itif""1'~']|¿ >0,œl <n,2H"-x'coI ¿n,I odd}

(26) {[ßi+'ß/'^ll^O./even}

(27) {[fl¡fl/iB_2]|í>0,/odd,o/>l}
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Gn is the Hubert series of the exterior algebra generated by the following graded

set.

(28) {[«,],yv[u2i"'~\uf"X\\I odd,coI<n,i> 0}

We will be done when we have exhibited a degree preserving correspondence

between these two sets. In order to present this correspondence, we need to

compare hnI with /*„_,/. When col = n, hn_xI is not defined. When col <

n, hnI = hn_xI, unless there is some power, 2', of two such that 2}col = n .

Necessarily, if this is the case, we have j = hn_xI and j + 1 = hnI. In light of

these remarks, rewrite the set (28) as the union of the following sets.

(29) {[u,]\coI <n,I odd}

(30) ÍM"/*"' "l"?"'~']|' >0,col <n,2hJcoI ¿n,I odd}

(31) {y2\uh"'~X\uf''']\i >0,col <n,2h"-lIcoI = n,I odd}

(32) {y2,[M/]|z>0,w/ = zi}.

Certainly, there is a degree preserving correspondence between the sets (24)

and (29). Similarly, there is a correspondence between the sets (25) and (30).

Suppose now that / = (i,, ... ,ir,coI) with 2 ""' col = 2 " ~ col = n. Let

/' = (2A"-|/z1 + l,...,2*"-'//r + l),and /" = (2h"-Jix + 2, ... ,2h"-,Iir + 2).

Then we have the following equalities of degrees.

\[u)      \u)     ]| = |[ß,ßri„_2]|

These equalities yield a correspondence between the sets (26) and (31). For any

/ with col = n , I odd, and / = (/,,...,/,.,col), let i' = (ix +2, ... ,if + 2).

Then we have,

IMM/jl = l[ßiß/<'„_2]l>
yielding a correspondence between the sets (27) and (32). These equalities

complete the correspondence, so we are finished.   D

Lemma 4.17. Suppose that n is odd and E2 = E^ in the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence below.

(33) Tor;*.£i„5„(F2,F2) => H*Qn+xSn

We then have F„ = G„.
n n

Proof. If the spectral sequence of equation (33) collapses, then we have,

(34) Fn = f(E([Q,in_2]\0)I <n + 2,al> 0)) •/(Tor*;.£2„5„(F2F2)).

If n is odd, hnI = hn_xI for all / with col < n - 1 and hnI =1 for / with

col = n . Hence we have

(35) H*Qn+xS"+X = H*Q"S" 0 E(u, \ co, = n).
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Comparing equation (34) with equation (35), we see that to finish, all we need

to show is

(36) f(E([Qlln_2]\coI <n + 2,al>0)) = f(Tor"(u¡ |o>/=fl)(F2 ,F2)).

This follows since we have the following equality of degrees.

Iß^-ßÄ-allH^-V'll

Here we have Qj» = ß£ßf ■ • • ß^,+2+1.  Hence the proof of Lemma 4.17 is

complete.   G

Lemma 4.18. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence,

Tor*;.n,s3(F2,F2)=>/rnV,

collapses.

Note that when « = 1 the Hopf map S —► S2 induces a homotopy equiva-

lence Í1S = Q S . This gives us explicit formulae for both F2 and G2. The

calculations in §2 apply when n = 2. So formula (4) implies that the following

sets comprise a simple system of generators for the algebra

Tor//,fl3i'(F2'F2)-

(37) {yMQ, = QoQÏQa22;ax ,a2>0;j> 0}

(38) {[M,]|ß7 = ß0aoßf ,ax > 0}

(39) {^[«JlM/lIß; = QoQT ,«, > 0,; > 0}

Since \(Wj) | = \q2,\, and / is an admissible sequence with al > 0 and

col < 3 exactly when 21 is an even admissible sequence with a(2I) > 0 and

co(2I) < 5, we may rewrite equation (19) as follows.

F2 = f(E([p,]\aI >0,coK5,I odd)

® E(Wj\aI > 0, col < 3) <g> £(z/))

A simple system of generators for the algebra,

E([p{]\af > 0, col < 5,1 odd) ® E(w,\al > 0, col < 3),

is given by the union of the following sets.

(40) {[p,]|ß, = Q\'Qa22Q%Qa;;a, > 0} u {r,}

(41) {wI\QI = Qax'Qa22;ax+a2>0}

(42) {[P,]\QI = Qax'Qa22Qa;;ax>0}

We note that there are dimension preserving correspondences between the

sets (37) through (39) and the sets (40) through (42), respectively. Hence F2 =

G2 so, by Lemma 3.15 and Corollary 2.6, we are done with the case n = 2.   o
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As consequences we obtain Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. To see how Corollary 1.3

follows, note that the bar construction spectral sequence

_     W.£1"+3S2"+I ,-,     -,  N    k   „„n+2e2n+l
Tortt (F2,F2)=>/7,Q     S

collapses for all n > 2, and that we must take ßg0 • • • Qan"7iln-\ t0 represent

[ßf • • • Qan+2l„-2\ • Tne diagram below commutes.

Qn+is2n+l =    i     ci"+3S2n+X

a,+ip

çi»+lsn   -► pçf+2s2n+x

nn+,e

q«+2ç«+1      Sl"+'h      q«+2 ,-,2/1+1

This diagram induces a map,

il on + 3 c2n+l „ . i      „ ijr r*"+3c2n+l

lor^f   S    (H.nn0+xS",F2)^Tor™   S     (F2,F2),

so no matter what representative in HtSÏQ+ Sn+   we take for the element,

[Qr'n-2] 6 Tor^""^"1 (Htnn0+XSn , F2),

(with / odd if n is even) it must map to Q,'tn_x e HtQn+2S2n+x, where /

and /' are related by the following equalities.

C-öT'-öK. ßr = öoa,--e::i

Hence we obtain Corollary 1.3.
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